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You're a normal human! You can only take so much punishment. A few bullets and you're toast.
Explosions? Forget it! You're dead! The Agent is back! On his last mission, his BODYGUARD was
killed and a younger Agent joined up with him. The other Agent left the country in order to provide
cover while Agent's friend, a scientist, unleashed his greatest creation on the world. Now, the only
two agents left with the power to stop the mad doctor from unleashing a new series of mutants are
the now 35-year old Agent and the 15-year-old Agent. Play through over 20 years of their missions
as they deal with a new generation of gun-toting maniacs, 3D environments, and of course, a heapin'
helpin' of acid-washed mayhem! Key Features: SIMS HARDWARE MODE – Battle through classic 2D
side-scrolling action! PULSE-POWERED ONLINE MULTIPLAYER – Join the fray against 60+ online
opponents to take on the world! What's New in Version 1.0.2: Updated game and game modes The
wait is over! Phew! We finally delivered! This update, as you can see, is pretty small. We've put a lot
of work into this re-release and we hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoyed bringing it to you.
What's new in version 1.0.2: GAME CHANGES - Scoreboard & achievements now available - Minor
bugs fixed SOME FUN FACT: - The 'Polar Bear' is level 2 - There's supposed to be an easter egg on
'The mountain' - A hackable code called 'C01_BAK' is on 'House on the Hill' - A hacker code called
'F00G' is on 'Snow Country' Special thanks go out to: - Gamespy for lending us their server and
providing us an online community - Everyone who provided us with their constructive criticism and
support - Alex Machado for creating 'Sonic Wars' and giving us the PS3 version - Everything else in
alphabetical order that goes back many yearsAntonio Criscitiello Antonio Criscitiello (April 25, 1911 –
January 10, 1999) was an Italian-American engineer, architect

Features Key:
Challenging and frantic missions, where neither the gameplay nor the graphics are made for kids
Other Special Operatives: 2 from the previous version of the game
New characters, new weapons
Zombies, werewolf, additional events and more…!

This thrilling experience is waiting for you! Original more “gamer” iphone games!
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